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1. INTRODUCTION

• THE RAPID TRANSFORMATION OF HCMC’S ECONOMY IN THE LAST TWO DECADES IS ONE OF THE SUCCESS STORIES OF ASIA.
• OLD URBAN ARTIFACTS AND FABRIC, WHICH REPRESENTED THE DISTINCTIVE CULTURAL AND ARCHITECTURAL IDENTITIES OF THE VIETNAMESE, KHMER, CHAM, CHINESE, FRENCH, AND INDIANS, ARE BEING REPLACED WITH MORE GIGANTIC MODERN GLASS SKYSCRAPERS.
• HCMC HAS LOST ABOUT 30% OF ITS TOTAL 108 REGISTERED ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE ITEMS SINCE 1993 AND 18 SIGNIFICANT HERITAGES OF SAIGON AS WELL
2. HISTORICAL SAIGON AND ITS TRANSITION

2.1. FIRST INITIATION OF SAIGON

• FIRST FORM OF COMMERCE- PORT CITY
• SECOND FORM OF TRADING AND RELIGIOUS TOWN

2.2. SECOND PHASE: THE VIET LOCALIZED GIA DINH IN GIA DINH PERIOD (1698-1860)

• A WATER AND COOL CLIMATE CITY

2.3. THIRD STAGE OF SAIGON CITY

• In 4 Feb 1790, Gia Long- the first emperor of Nguyen dynasty, who was inspired by military art of French fortification, ordered to build Bat Quai Citadel (eight trigrams, Vauban form [8], designed by Olivier de Puymanuel and Le Brun)

• The Citadel, under Minh Mang- the second emperor of Nguyen dynasty, was firstly destroyed by the law on ‘no bigger citadel scale’ as strictly as ‘to be in line with hierarchy’. The largest citadel of the South, consequently, had finished its role in 1835. In other words, it had existed only 45 years (1790-1835).
2. HISTORICAL SAIGON AND ITS TRANSITION

2.4. FOURTH PHASE: THE FRENCH COLONIZED SAIGON (1861-1954)

- CHECKER-BOARD TOWN/ STRICT GRID-FORM OF THE MILITARY, CIVIL ENGINEERING STYLE, PRACTICALLY AND DETERMINATIVELY, FOR PRIORITY PURPOSE OF TRADE

- SAIGON CITY WAS CLEARLY SEPARATED INTO TWO SPACES: FIRST- SAIGON AND SECOND- CHOLON BECAUSE OF PLAYING DIFFERENT ROLES FUNCTIONALLY


- THE CITY HAD SUCH MOVEMENTS BY PLACING THE FRENCH MILITARY BARRACKS ON THE PHUNG CITADEL’S FOUNDATION AND LOW-GROUNDS OF THE RIVERBANKS SURROUNDED BY SWAMPS, SHANTIES, AND WOODEN HUTS
2. HISTORICAL SAIGON AND ITS TRANSITION

2.5. PRESENT HO CHI MINH CITY

REGARDING THE SUB-DIVISIONAL PLAN OFFICIALLY APPROVED IN 2012 AND PARTIALLY REVISED IN 2019, THE CENTER OF HO CHI MINH CITY, COVERING 930 HECTARES OVER DISTRICT 1, PARTIAL DISTRICT 3 AND 4, HAS DIVIDED INTO FIVE FUNCTIONS, WHICH ARE (1) COMMERCIAL-FINANCIAL CENTRAL AREA, (2) CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL CENTRAL AREA, (3) WESTERN BANKS OF SAIGON RIVER, (4) THE VILLA AREA AND (5) CBD ADJOINING AREA AND. IN THE PLAN, IT FIRSTLY FOCUSED ON DEVELOPING COMMERCE AND FINANCE IN DISTRICT 1.

REGARDING THE MASTER PLANS OF HCMC AND DISTRICT 1 APPROVED RECENTLY, IT SHOWED THE CONSERVATION AREA HAD BEEN DETERMINED TO FOLLOW THE POLITICAL AXIS (NORTHEAST-SOUTHWEST) MADE BY THE FRENCH PREVIOUSLY. THIS AXIS ALSO IS THE PRIMARY DEVELOPMENTAL DIRECTION OF INNER DISTRICTS OF PRESENT HCMC EVENTUALLY.
3. THE CITY DEVELOPMENT IMPACTING THE BUILT HERITAGE

• MISUSE OF URBAN PLANNING IN HCMC


• ACCORDING TO THE LIST OF PRESERVED RELICS, IT SHOWED THAT TOTAL RELICS OF THREE DISTRICT IS ABOUT 41 BUILDINGS, COVERING 26 NATIONAL RELICS AND 15 MUNICIPAL RELICS IN TERM OF LEVELING. IN OTHER WORDS, IT INCLUDES A RELIGIOUS MAJORITY (20 RELICS), MAINLY IN DISTRICT 5. MOST OF REVOLUTIONARY RELICS (6 OF 11) NEXT ARE LOCATED IN DISTRICT 1 WHILE ITS HISTORICAL RELICS IS LESS THAN, ABOUT 7 RELICS. FROM THIS DATA, IT MAY BE ARGUED THAT THE MUNICIPAL RECOGNITION SEEMED TO STRESS SUCH PLACE AND SITE CONCERNING THE REVOLUTIONARY PERIOD (1954-1975) MORE THAN OTHERS WITHIN DISTRICT 1.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Old Saigon or Present Ho Chi Minh City, as considerably as the Pearl of the Far East, has developed nearly 320 years and experienced 5 different stages (First Initiation of Saigon, the Viet Localized Gia Dinh, Saigon City, the French Colonized Saigon and Current Ho Chi Minh City). The historical and its transformation figured out the findings relative to the forms of the commerce-port city, trading and religious town, the direction SE-NW of the spiritual axis, the functional twin-cities, the unique Vauban-formed citadels of Gia Dinh Imperial and Saigon City together with built heritage elements.

Nowadays, the local authority emphasizes the political axis (Northeast-Southwest) more than the spiritual axis (Southeast-Northwest) determined by Viet’s ancestor and the founder of Gia Dinh Land as found in recent sub-divisional plan partially revised in 2019. According to the remaining heritages of Ho Chi Minh City, those research findings and analyses assist local authorities and urban managers in updating potential architectural and urban heritages towards sustainable conservation programs into coming master plan of Ho Chi Minh City to 2040 and vision 2060 finally.
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